MagniLink Accessories
MagniLink Zip • MagniLink S • MagniLink Vision • MagniLink Pro • MagniLink Tables

MagniLink Zip
ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink Zip
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink Zip

XY-table, integrated / non-integrated
Product code: A* / MLRT-XY (non-integrated)

MagniLink Zip integrated or non-integrated X/Y table with
friction brakes X- and Y-wise for convenient reading.

Battery

Product code: B*
With a built-in battery, MagniLink Zip can be used for up
to 5 hours without being connected to a power outlet.
Battery type: Li-Ion-Akku. Required cables are included.

USB/HDMI connection
Product code: C*

MagniLink Zip needs to be ordered with this option from
the start, if computer connection (required for EUC/TTS
software) is desired.

USB/HDMI connection and software
Product code: D*

Just like product code C above, but with software for
computer connection included. The software for PC and Mac
comes on a USB stick and the software for Chromebook is
easily downloaded at the Chrome Web Store. The actual
software can be ordered separately provided that the system
is delivered with accessory C.

USB/HDMI connection and software with TTS

Product code: E* (PC) / F* (Mac)

Just like product code D above, but with Text-To-Spech Software
for PC/Mac that is used to read text aloud***.
* May only be ordered with the system from the start.
** Use product code MLV-A101 if the software is ordered separately.
*** Use product code TTS-PC if the software for PC is ordered separately and the product code TTS-MAC
if the software for Mac is ordered separately. Separate order requires the system to have accessorie C.
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MagniLink S
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink S

Docking station with X/Y table
Product code: MLS-A106

With a docking station you convert your MagniLink S
Premium 2 into a stationary system when needed. This
one has a X/Y table with friction brakes in both

directions and can handle documents up to A3 size.
Comes with an external control panel.

Docking station with plate
Product code: MLS-A107

This docking station is ideal when you have a small work
space and want to be flexible with placement. Comes with
an external control panel. You can combine the docking
station with the smaller dockable X/Y table MLRT-XY.

Docking station with table clamp
Product code: MLS-A108

A docking station with table clamp is ideal when you have
a small work place and want to have the unit at the same
spot at the desk. Comes with an external control panel.
You can combine the docking station with the smaller
dockable X/Y table MLRT-XY.

Extra USB/HDMI module
Product code: MLS-A109

Extra USB/HDMI module
+ power supply and cables (USB, HDMI, DVI)
Product code: MLS-A110

Reading table
Product code: MLRT-XY

A portable and dockable reading table with X/Y friction brakes.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink S

LVI monitor with Power supply

Product code: MLS-A103 (18,5"), MLS-A104 (23")
High quality monitor, 18,5" or 23", developed for low
vision users, comes with antiglare screen, excellent
sharpness and contrast.

Monitor arm/Monitor foot

Product code: T005 (monitor arm) MLV-A115 (monitor foot)
Robust, flexible monitor arm, suitable for LVI monitors
(MLS-A103/MLS-A104). Table clamp is included.
Rotatable, height adjustable monitor foot, suitable for LVI
monitors (MLS-A103/MLS-A104).

External control panel Large
Product code: MLV-A110A

External control panel with large high contrast tactile
buttons for easy control of the reading/distance camera.
Included with docking station C1, C2, C3.

Two-in-one carrying case

Product code: MLS-A105 (included when shipped)
Clever 2-in-1 carrying case that fits your MagniLink S. The
larger case has enough room for both the MagniLink S,
a 15.4” laptop and your other stuff. The smaller case can
be used separately. Details in contrasting orange colour.

A4 Reading Table
Product code: MLRT

A portable stylish external reading table, easy to bring
along wherever you go. Paper size: Up to A4.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink S

Splitbox

Product code: Contact LVI
Hardware splitbox splits the image between distance camera,
reading camera and a monitor/computer. External distance
camera can be connected. Comparable with MagniLink Vision
Split systems.

Distance Camera
Product code: MLV-A113

Distance camera HD, includes hardware split box
and external control panel (MLV-A110C).
The distance camera comes with pillar and tableattachment. As an accessory, you can also order a wall
mount (MLV-A114B) or a ceiling mount (MLV-A114D).

Text to Speech function

Product code: A (TTS-PC)* / B (TTS-MAC)*
Text reader for MagniLink S MLS-HD/MLS-FHD. Menus with
voice-feedback. Reads any text out loud and presents it by sentence, word or paragraph. Increases users’ reading speed and
endurance.

Additional voices for TTS (PC)

Product code: BE, NL, DK, AU, US, FR, IT, DE, NO, PO, PT, RU, ES,
MEES, FI, SE, CAF, HU, RO, BG, CZ, SK, HR, TR, GR, AR, HE
Additional languages TTS-PC. Note that your local language
and English always are included.
Available languages, listed in the same order as product code
above: Flemish, Dutch, Danish, Australian English, US English,
French, Italian, German, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Mexican Spanish, Finnish, Swedish, Canadian
French, Hungarian, Romanian, Bulgarian, Czech, Slovak,
Croatian, Turkish, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew.

* If ordered separately, please enter the product code in parentheses.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink Vision

LVI monitor 18,5”*
Product code: A1 (MLV-A103)**

High quality monitor from LVI, developed for low vision
users. It comes with antiglare glass, excellent sharpness
and contrast, light edges and a design that goes with your
MagniLink Vision. HD (720p). Stand/foot not included.

LVI monitor 23”*

Product code: A2 (MLV-A104)**
High quality monitor from LVI, developed for low vision
users. It comes with antiglare glass, excellent sharpness
and contrast, light edges and a design that goes with your
MagniLink Vision. Full HD (1080p). Stand/foot not included.

MagniLink Vision 3 knob panel
Product code: B1 (MLV-A106-3)**

Integrated panel for MagniLink Vision monitors with
3 knobs for unrivaled ease of use.

MagniLink Vision 3 push panel
Product code: B2 (MLV-A105)**

Integrated panel for MagniLink Vision monitors with 3
ergomic, tactile buttons with a soft and yet distinct feeling
while pushed. For users seeking easy operation.

MagniLink Vision 5 push panel
Product code: B3 (MLV-A107)**

Integrated panel for MagniLink Vision monitors with 5
ergomic, tactile buttons with a soft and yet distinct feel.
For users looking for maximized control and who wants to
get the most out of their MagniLink Vision.

*Monitor arm/monitor foot needs to be separately ordered – see page 11.
**If ordered separately, please enter the product code in parentheses.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink Vision

External control panel Reading camera
Product code: B4 (MLV-A110A)*

External control panel with large high contrast tactile
buttons for easy control of the reading camera. You might
find it convenient to use it together with a table mounted
holder for external control box (MLV-A116).

External control panel Reading cam/split
Product code: MLV-A110B

External control panel with large high contrast tactile buttons
for easy control of the reading camera/split function. Included
in all MagniLink Vision Student-systems (MLVST).

External control panel Read/dist/split
Product code: MLV-A110C

External control panel with large and high contrast tactile
buttons for easy control of the reading/split function and
the distance camera. Included in all MagniLink Vision
Student-systems (MLVST).

Holder for external control panel
Product code: MLV-A116

Allows the external control panel to be mounted just in
front of the table, resulting in extra space on the table.

Software

Product code: C2 (MLV-A101)*
Software for connection to PC, Mac and Chromebook. The
software for PC and Mac comes on a USB stick and
the software ChromeViewerTM for Chromebook is easily
downloaded at the Chrome Web Store.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink Vision

Monitor arm
Product code: T005

Robust, flexible monitor arm, suitable for LVI monitors
(MLS-A103/MLS-A104). Table clamp is included.

Monitor foot

Product code: MLV-A115
Rotatable, height adjustable monitor foot, suitable for LVI
monitors (MLS-A103/MLS-A104).

MLV Hardware split kit
Product code: C3 (MLV-A111A)*

Allows the user to split the image between distance
camera, reading camera and a monitor/computer. The
solution is comparable with MLV Split systems. Includes external control panel (MLV-110B), hardware split box and cables.

MLV DVI-switch

Product code: C1 (MLV-A100)*
The DVI-switch makes it possible to switch the image
on the screen between two different sources, i.e. the
reading camera and the computer.

Distance Camera

Product code: D3 (MLV-A113)* /D4**
D3: Distance camera HD, includes hardware split box
and external control panel. D4: The same as above, but the
hardware split box is mounted to MagniLink Vision.
The distance camera comes with pillar and tableattachment. As an accessory, you can also order a wall
mount (MLV-A114B) or a ceiling mount (MLV-A114D).
*If ordered separately, please enter the product code in parentheses.
** This option is factory installed and can not be ordered afterwards.
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ACCESSORIES FOR

MagniLink PRO

Dockable reading table
Product code: A (MLRT-XY)*

A portable and dockable reading table with X/Y
friction brakes. It's portable and easy to bring along
wherever you go.

Battery for MagniLink PRO
Product code: B (ML-BAT)*

Battery that lets you use your MagniLink PRO for
up to 5-9 hours. Delivered with all necessary cables.
Battery type: Li-ion. Charging time: 2,5 hours.
Dimensions: 18 x 12 x 1,3 cm.

Text to Speech function

Product code: C (TTS-PC)* / D (TTS-MAC)*
Text reader for MagniLink PRO. Menus with voice feedback. Reads any text out loud and presents it by sentence,
word or paragraph. Increases users’ reading speed and
endurance. For available languages, see page 7. Use
productcode C for PC and D for Mac when ordering with
the system.

*If ordered separately, please enter the product code in parentheses.
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ACCESSORIES

MagniLink Table

MagniLink Table 60 x 60 cm Mechanical
Product code: F20

F 20 is a convenient table that is easy to place and
that goes well with many of our video magnifiers. The
working height is easy to adjust and can be adjusted
from a 57-79 cm height. Table top size is 60 x 60 cm and
a sliding disc is included. The table comes with four stable
and robust wheels. Delivered partially unassembled in
flat package.

Mobile reading support

LS

Product code: LM / LS

Flexible support for documents, folders, booklets,
pictures and more. Adjustable angle and height.
Independent accessories suitable for anyone working
with documents. Weight: 2,0 kg (LM) / 3,6 kg (LS).
Dimensions: 38 x 31 cm (LM) / 40 x 43 cm (LS).

LM
Adjustable
height and angle
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LVI Accessories

LVI offers a wide range of unique accessories
that make our products more useful, more
effective and even smarter. An illustrating
example is the docking station for MagniLink S
with prewired cables on the back that turns the
portable MagniLink S into a full video magnifier
on the fly. A great solution for anyone who
uses the device at different locations. Another
example is our TTS software which provides
speech output to multiple MagniLink devices,
for both Windows and Mac computers.

design. They will also make it easier for you to
find a product that really can match your needs
and desires.

Our accessories are thoroughly tested and fit
our MagniLink products in both function and

See your pricelist for prices and a complete list
of all accessories from LVI.

See your pricelist for prices and a complete list
of accessories from LVI. Feel free to contact us if
you have any questions – we’d love to help you!
For further information about our products
and accessories, please visit our website, lvi.se,
or contact us at +46 470-72 77 00 / order@lvi.se.

LVI Low Vision International is recognized as one of the world´s
leading manufacturers of low vision aids with the mission to
make daily life easier for people with visual impairments.
We are certified to ISO 14001 & 9001

LVI Low Vision International
Verkstadsgatan 5,
352 46 Växjö, SWEDEN
Phone: +46 (0)470 72 77 00
Fax: +46 (0)470 72 77 25
E-mail: info@lvi.se
WWW.LVI.SE
Accessiories 180321

